How Do ‘Wee’ Get Dressed for the Wedding?

The Wee Tartan Shop Kilt Accessories
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We offer kilt rentals for all formal occasions. The kilt rental package includes everything
you see below (as examples only), you have a choice of 6 tartans.

Prince Charlie Kilt Jacket, and Vest. Kilt: Kilt Pin, Bow Tie, Flashes for Socks, Buckles for
Shoes: Sgian Dubh: Sporran: Dress Shirt and Kilt Hose are not included in the package
and need to be purchased. Ghillie Brogues (shoes) can be rented. Plaid matching the kilt
is available for rent.

The Wee Tartan Shop Casual Packages

We offer kilt rentals for casual occasions. The kilt rental package includes everything
you see below (as examples only), you have a choice of 6 tartans.

Ghillie Shirts & Kilts: Kilt Pin, Hose & Flashes: Kilt Belt & Buckle: Ghillie Brogues, Sgian
Dubh: Sporran:

Kilt

Rentals

The Wee Tartan Shop carries 'in stock' traditional kilts in6 clan tartans. We give
personalized assistance and cater to your specific needs and consult with you regarding
sizing. We are happy to fill custom orders for the purchase of kilts, kilt packages, gifts &
accessories. Please refer to the website .cloth samples below:
Tartans:
In Stock:

Highland Heritage

Sons of Scotland

Irish National

Royal Stewart

Scottish National

Modern Gordon

HOW TO DRESS

The hassle-free guide on how to put your outfit on.
1. Firstly put on your shirt and cufflinks leaving your top button of your shirt undone
for ease while you are dressing.
2.Next, put on your hose (socks) making sure the ribbed line of your socks are straight
going up your leg. The garters go around the leg below the knee and can be adjusted
for comfort. Make sure that the tartan flashes on the garters are on the outside of the
leg. Turn down the sock to cover the garters and leave a couple of inches of your
flashes shown. The top of your sock should be mid calf which is four fingers down
from the centre of your knee joint.
.

Depending on whether you are right of left handed, the sgian dubh (knife) fits
inside your right or left sock on the outside of your leg. You should leave a couple
of inches of the sgian dubh shown coming out the top of your sock.
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Now the ghillie brogues. Take a lace in either hand and twist them six times
pulling tight so the twists sit on the front of your leg where a normal shoe knot
would be. Then pass the laces round the back of your leg at a slight angle and
twist a couple of times. Now bring the laces back round to the front of your leg
and tie off as normal in a bow. Remember to double knot the laces as they
come undone easily.

5 Now unbuckle your kilt. Place the pleated part behind you with the top of the kilt
just above your tummy button and just below your rib cage. Take the leather strap on
the right part of the kilt and pass through the slot in the cloth on your left hip. Buckle
to make tight but comfortable. Likewise pass the left strap over to the right hip and
buckle again. The kilt should sit just above the knee. If you kneel down, the kilt
should be just above the ground.
6 If you have a belt, put this on now passing the belt through the belt loops on the
back of the kilt and clipping together at the front. There is a strap on the inside of the
belt for any size adjustment.
7 Next the sporran and chain. The sporran and chain sit on the
front of your kilt just below your belt buckle and you fasten the
straps to the back. Make sure it is not too low.
8 Now do up your top button on your shirt and put your
bow/rouche tie on which has an adjuster to fit too your collar
size.

9 Finally put on your waistcoat and jacket.
Main points to steer by:
•

The Skian Dubh should be in line with the tassel on the laces

The top of your sock should be mid calf which is four fingers down from
the centre of your knee joint and the ribbing is straight coming up your leg.
•

Ghillie brogues laces should not be tied any higher than the bottom
of your calf.

•

The bottom of your kilt should be at the middle of your knee.

Kilt Sizing
Below are detailed measuring guidelines for a kilt package. Depending on your needs this
guideline will more than likely be simplified.
Measurement Guidelines: Classic

A- Shoulder to cuff
B - Chest
C - Natural waist - firm
D - For ladies only -inter-measure 4" down from waist

E - Seat/Hip 8" down from waist loose over trousers/skirt
F - Length of kilt from C (waist)
G - Height from head to toe
H - Measure from the centre of the back of neck to point
J - Seat loose over trousers
K - Outside leg
L - Inside leg
M - Regular Shoe size

If you need any more information please contact us:

The Wee Tartan Shop - Port Perry
177 Queen Street, Port Perry, Ontario L9L 1B8
Tel: 905 985 6573 Fax: 905 985 6574
info@weetartanshop.ca
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Shop Hours
Monday to Saturday 10.00am - 5pm, Sunday 12 noon - 5pm

